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A B S T R A C T  

The effect of cooling rate on the microstructure and TiC precipitation of TiC-reinforced wear-resistant steel was 

investigated by different casting techniques. Thermodynamic and solute segregation modeling was performed to 

determine the evolution of TiC fraction in wear-resistant steel after rapid solidification. The evolution of TiC fraction 

due to solute segregation within the framework of Clyne–Kurz (C-K) model was examined. The model prediction is 

consistent with the experimental results. 
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1. Introduction 

As transition metal carbide, TiC is characterized by its excellent properties such as very high melting point and 

hardness [1,2]. These properties have led to their wide applications as important precipitates for strengthening steels 

[3,4]. The volume fraction, particle size and distribution of the reinforcing phase are significant for improving the 

mechanical properties [5,6]. To obtain the desired wear resistant properties and mechanical strength of steels, it is 

important to control the volume fraction of TiC [7]. As it is known, the inevitable solute segregation occurred in 

non-equilibrium solidification process enriches the solute in liquid, and influence the amount of eutectic and other 

phases [8]. Quantitative prediction of microsegregation is complicated by the difficulties in accounting for eutectic and 

secondary phase formation in steel. Within the past decades, correspondingly various analytical models were developed 

to predict solute redistribution and related phenomena [9-14]. Among these microsegregation models, the Clyne–Kurz 

model is considered to be the most popular one. However, previous works have the disadvantage that a constant 

partition coefficient must be assumed.  
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It is known that cooling rate plays an important role in the precipitation behavior during solidification of steels [15]. 

When the cooling rate becomes larger, the growth velocity increases to a point where the solute trapping must be taken 

into account. Under this condition, the local equilibrium was ruled out and the partition coefficient of solute elements at 

the solid-liquid (S/L) interface could not be kept constant any more, which is one of the main features of 

non-equilibrium solidification. The present work focuses on investigating the evolution characteristics of microstructure 

and TiC precipitation of TiC-reinforced wear-resistant steel via conventional casting and spray casting.  

2. Thermodynamic Calculation on Solidification Path and Segregation Behavior 

The chemical composition of steel is C 0.35, Al 0.23, Ti 3.0, Si 0.5, Mn 0.35, Cr 0.68, Mo 0.28, Ni 0.51 (wt%) and 

Fe as balance. The Gulliver–Scheil model was used to predict non-equilibrium solidification of the experimental steel 

by Thermo-Calc software, and the calculation result is shown in Fig. 1a. It can be seen that the corresponding 

solidification path is L → L+δ → L+δ+TiC → δ+TiC; i.e., first, δ ferrite is formed in liquid, then a secondary phase 

TiC is formed when the solid fraction reaches 0.04. Finally, the liquid transforms into a mixture of ferrite and TiC. 

Fig. 1b represents the main element segregation in liquid as a function of temperature calculated by using 

Thermo-Calc software. Combined with Fig. 1a, it can be found that the secondary phase TiC appears once the liquid 

composition reaches a critical value. The obtained critical value of liquid composition is C 0.34, Al 0.20, Ti 3.25, Si 

0.57, Mn 0.38, Cr 0.69, Mo 0.30, Ni 0.56 (wt%) and Fe as balance. The phase transformation occurring at this critical 

composition is calculated by using Thermo-Calc software, shown in Fig. 1c. It can be seen that the precipitation of TiC 

is attributed to a eutectic reaction L → (δ+TiC)eutectic and the solidification path can be expressed as L → L+δ → 

L+δ+(δ+TiC)eutectic→ δ+(δ+TiC)eutectic. 

3. Modeling of the eutectic fraction 

As solute is generally rejected into the liquid, microsegregation is resulted from solute redistribution and solute 

segregation during solidification [16]. Assuming parabolic growth for interface advance velocity (V) with increasing 
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where sD is the solute diffusivity in the solid, 2  is the secondary dendrite arm spacing (SDAS), and the local 

solidification time ft can be expressed as [18] 

RTt f /                                                                             （4） 

where △T and R are the temperature range of solidification and cooling rate, respectively. To calculate the solute 

concentration of the liquid at the S/L interface during non-equilibrium solidification, the non-equilibrium partition 

coefficient is not known a priori. According to the solute-trapping model proposed by Sobolev [19], the 

non-equilibrium partition coefficient (k) can be expressed as  
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with ke as the equilibrium partition coefficient and VDI the interface diffusive speed. The enrichment of solute in the 

interdendritic region leads to the fomation of eutectic phase during solidification process.  

Zhang [18] proposed a segregation model for rapid solidification that assumes incomplete diffusion in the liquid. 

In this model, the amount of solute enrichment (Se) can be expressed as [18] 
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where eutf represents the fraction of nonequilibrium eutectic. The amount of solute depletion (Sd) in the solid can be 

given as 
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where
LD is the solute diffusivity in the liquid and V is the local interface advance velocity. As the amount of solute 

enriched in the liquid is equal to the amount of solute depletion in the solid, i.e., de SS  . Combined with Eqs. (6) and 

(7), the eutectic fraction eutf can be derived as  
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4. Experimental procedure  

Samples were produced by conventional casting and spray casting processes representing different cooling effect 

ranges. In conventional casting, two steel bars were melted and heated to 1843 K by induction coils and then cooled to 

1273 K at rates of 0.2 and 11 K/s, respectively. In the case of the spray casting process, steel bars were melted and 

heated to 1843 K by induction coils and the melt was sprayed in the vacuum chamber followed by cooling to 1273 K at 

rates of 162 and 267 K/s. After the experiments, each sample was sectioned along the radial direction and 

metallographically prepared. The specimens were studied by optic microscopy (OM) and scanning electron microscopy 

(SEM). The SDAS and the TiC fraction were measured and calculated according to the micrographs.  

5. Results and discussions 

Fig. 2a-d shows the OM microstructure of the experimental steel at different solidification cooling rate. For a very 

low cooling rate (0.2 K/s), the sample shows cross morphology and coarse dendritic microstructures. With the increase 

of cooling rate to 11 and 162 K/s, dendrite arm spacings decrease and dendritic refinement occurs. Finally, under the 

ultra-high solidification rate 267 K/s, a superfine cellular microstructure with fewer side branches is obtained. The 

SDAS of samples were measured to be 38.57, 17.87, 6.81 and 3.83 μm respectively, and the relationship between λ2 and 

3/1R can be expressed as 3/1

2 50.23  R . Fig. 2e-f shows the typical SEM microstructures of the experimental steel. 

EDS analysis shows that the interdendritic TiC precipitate is enriched in Ti and C, as shown in Fig. 2i and j. Fig. 2k 

shows the XRD pattern of the solidified microstructure in TiC-reinforced wear-resistant steel, which confirms that TiC 

and ferrite are contained in the experiment steel. As it can be seen, the volume fraction of TiC precipitates decreases 
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with the increase of cooling rate. Moreover, the divorced eutectic morphology characterized by the isolated morphology 

of TiC precipitate is observed in the experimental steel. 

Fig. 3a shows the change of fractions of the remaining liquid, TiC and δ phases with decreasing temperature 

calculated by Thermo-Calc. It can be seen that the fraction of remaining liquid decreases and the fraction of TiC and 

ferrite phase increases with decreasing temperature. As the eutectic phase is composed of TiC and δ phase, the 

change of fractions of eutectic phase with temperature can be obtained. Then the relationship between TiC fraction and 

eutectic fraction can be determined as eutff  02.0 TiC . Table 1 lists the values of the parameters adopted in the 

present modeling. Integration of the Eqs. (1)-(5), (8) and Table 1 leads to the value of  TiCf under different cooling rate, 

as shown in Fig. 3b. Fig. 3b compares the predicted TiC fractions with the experimental data. As shown in Fig. 3b, the 

fraction of TiC decreases with increasing cooling rate. The resulting analytical predictions by the current model can be 

applied in the steel industry to predict TiC fraction during solidification of wear-resistant steel. 

6. Conclusion 

The model for evolution of TiC fraction due to solute segregation was constructed with the use of thermodynamic 

modeling and formal combination of Clyne–Kurz model. With the increase of cooling rate in the range from 0.2 K/s to 

267 K/s, the S/L interface experiences dendritic and superfine cellular morphologies. The formation of the interdendritic 

TiC precipitate in the experiment steel was attributed to the eutectic reaction during solidification, as L → (δ+TiC)eutectic, 

but it exhibited a divorced eutectic structure. The general character of the present model permits to predict the fraction 

of divorced eutectic phase formed upon solidification of similar steel. 
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Fig. 1. (a) Calculated non-equilibrium solidification process for the experimental steel using the Scheil-Gulliver model 

in Thermo-Calc. (b) Calculated main element segregation in liquid as a function of temperature. (c) Predicted phase 

diagram at the critical liquid composition. 
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Fig. 2. (a-d) OM and (e-h) SEM images of microstructure evolution of the steel as a function of cooling rate: (a, e) 0.2 

K/s; (b, f) 11 K/s; (c, g) 162 K/s; (d, h) 267 K/s and (i) Chemical composition and (j) EDS source profile of the typical 

TiC precipitate observed in the current study and (k) XRD profile of the TiC-reinforced wear-resistant steel. 

 

Fig. 3. (a) Change of phase fractions with temperature during eutectic reaction. (b) Comparison of the predicted TiC 

fractions with the measured ones in solidification of the experiment steel under different cooling rates. 

Table 1 Values of the parameters adopted in the present modeling [20, 21]. 

Parameter Ti Reference  
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Initial solute concentration, C0 (wt%) 3.0  

Equilibrium distribution coefficient, k0 0.38 [20] 

Solute diffusion coefficient, DL (cm2/s) 7.3×10-5 [21] 

Solute diffusion coefficient, DS (cm2/s) 1.2×10-7 [20] 

Liquidus, TL (℃) 1514  

Solidus, TS (℃) 1479  
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Highlights 

The solid/liquid interface experiences dendritic and superfine cellular morphologies with the increase of cooling 

rate 

The formation of the interdendritic TiC was attributed to the eutectic reaction during solidification 

The interdendritic TiC phase exhibited a divorced eutectic structure 

The general character of the present model permits to predict TiC precipitation during solidification of 

wear-resistant steel 
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